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Abstract. In order to see clearly when a target is moving slowly, primates with high acuity foveae
use smooth-pursuit and vergence eye movements. The former rotates both eyes in the same
direction to track target motion in frontal planes, while the latter rotates left and right eyes in
opposite directions to track target motion in depth. Together, these two systems pursue targets
precisely and maintain their images on the foveae of both eyes. During head movements, both
systems must interact with the vestibular system to minimize slip of the retinal images. The primate
frontal cortex contains two pursuit-related areas; the caudal part of the frontal eye fields (FEF) and
supplementary eye fields (SEF). Evoked potential studies have demonstrated vestibular projections
to both areas and pursuit neurons in both areas respond to vestibular stimulation. The majority of
FEF pursuit neurons code parameters of pursuit such as pursuit and vergence eye velocity, gaze
velocity, and retinal image motion for target velocity in frontal and depth planes. Moreover,
vestibular inputs contribute to the predictive pursuit responses of FEF neurons. In contrast, the
majority of SEF pursuit neurons do not code pursuit metrics and many SEF neurons are reported to
be active in more complex tasks. These results suggest that FEF- and SEF-pursuit neurons are
involved in different aspects of vestibular-pursuit interactions and that eye velocity coding of SEF
pursuit neurons is specialized for the task condition.
Keywords: Smooth pursuit, Vergence, Gaze velocity, Vestibulo-ocular reflex, Semi-circular canal,
Otolith, Frontal eye fields, Supplementary eye fields
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1. Introduction
Classically, vestibular signals are thought to be present in three distinct regions of the cerebral
cortex: restricted portions of the parietal and somatosensory cortices, and the parietoinsular
vestibular cortex (PIVC; see ref. 29 for a review). Recent studies, however, have shown a more
extensive vestibular-cortical projection. The vestibular nuclei send axons to various regions of the
thalamus in rats, cats and monkeys. These thalamic areas, in turn, project directly to various
cortical areas [59,100]. These various projections raise the question of what are the different
functional roles of the vestibular signals represented in various cortical areas.
Vestibular information is necessary for virtually every aspect of our daily life. It is
indispensable for the control of eyes, head or whole body through various vestibular reflexes. In
addition, many cognitive functions rely on vestibular input for appropriate behavior in
three-dimensional space such as perception of self-movement, spatial perception and memory,
visual spatial constancy, and visual object motion perception. Vestibular receptors decompose the
motion of the head and its orientation in the Earth’s gravitational field into elementary components,
each of which is conveyed to the brainstem by specific channels from the three semicircular canals
and two otolith organs [60,116]. These distinct channels provide different pathways for various
vestibular reflexes such as the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) and vestibulo-collic reflex (VCR). In
addition, 2nd order vestibular nuclear neurons project to the thalamus; the latter, in turn, sends
projections to various regions of the cerebral cortex [29].
Individual vestibular signals must be integrated to reconstruct the motion of the head and its
orientation in space (e.g., ref. 9). In addition, precise reconstruction requires exteroceptive inputs
especially vision and proprioceptive inputs from the neck. For example, vestibular receptors
respond to rotational or translational acceleration, but are unable to respond to constant velocity
motion. Thus, constant velocity motion detection in the light must depend on visual inputs.
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Likewise, vestibular signals alone cannot distinguish whether the head is moving by itself or if the
whole body is moving. Neck inputs can provide information for the brain to distinguish between
the two. Neck proprioception can also provide static trunk angle signals with respect to the head
while the head is stationary in space. However, in this condition, vestibular receptors should not be
activated. Processing of vestibular signals requires interactions with visual, somatosensory and
even motor command signals for precise reconstruction of head movement in space. Moreover,
during these processes, coordinate transformations are necessary because motion detected by the
vestibular end organs and visual information derived from the retina are encoded in different
coordinate systems and because final motor output signals are coded in the effector coordinates.
Thus, signals in various brain areas are thought to be represented in intermediate coordinates, such
as head-centered or body-centered coordinates [6,7,16,95]. Vestibular signals represented in
various cortical areas may be used for different aspects of processing vestibular information for
each of these separate functions.
In this review, we explore the roles of vestibular signals in the frontal cortex related to smooth
pursuit eye movements [29]. Smooth-pursuit eye movements are voluntary movements in primates
who possess high-acuity foveae. They evolved in order to ensure clear vision while the animal
pursued a small object (target) moving slowly and smoothly. Retinal image motion signals are used
to drive the pursuit system and the smooth-pursuit rotates left and right eyes in the same direction
(Fig. 1A). Because the foveal field (Fig. 1A) covers only about 2° of the visual fields of each eye,
precise eye movements are needed. The primate frontal cortex contains two areas related to
smooth-pursuit; the caudal part of the frontal eye fields (FEF) in the fundus of the arcuate sulcus
and the supplementary eye fields (SEF) in the dorso-medial cortex. In both areas, many
smooth-pursuit related neurons (pursuit neurons) are found (e.g., FEF: refs.17,66, SEF: refs.
92,44,45).
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Figures 1- 3 near here
2. The close functional relationship between pursuit and vestibular systems; requirements for
efficient performance of smooth pursuit eye movements
To understand the roles of vestibular signals in the smooth-pursuit areas, it is necessary to
know what is required for appropriate execution of pursuit eye movements in the presence of head
motion. The goal of the pursuit system is to keep the retinal target image on the fovea by matching
the eye velocity in space (i.e., gaze velocity) to target velocity (Fig. 1A). Efficient pursuit
performance must meet several criteria. First, if the head and/or whole body move during pursuit,
pursuit must compensate for that motion so that the fovea tracks the target-motion-in-space. Head
and/or whole body rotation is detected by semi-circular canals and induces the rotational VOR
whereas head and/or whole body translation is detected by otolith receptors and induces the
translational VOR. The magnitude of the rotational VOR is augmented if the target is very close to
the eye, because the axis for eye rotation is a few centimeters in front of the axis for head rotation
(the inter-aural midpoint). For the translational (e.g., left-right or fore-aft) VOR, the target distance
is critical. The required magnitude can be calculated trigonometrically as the angle between the
target distance and the translation distance. If the stationary target is close to the observer (for
example, within arm’s reach), the required magnitude is similar to that of the rotational VOR.
However, if the target is far away, virtually no compensatory eye movement is required for identical
vestibular inputs induced by the same translation [80,112].
Second, if the target moves in space with the observer (i.e., in the same direction with the same
magnitude), the VOR must be cancelled in order to keep the retinal target image on the fovea. How
this is done is still controversial, but the pursuit system contributes [60]. Because the required
magnitude for the cancellation of the VOR depends on the target distance, the pursuit system must
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adjust the magnitude of the cancellation signal so that the resulting VOR can be attenuated or
augmented.
Third, in daily life, targets move not only in fronto-parallel planes (Fig. 1A) but also in depth. The
vergence system is important when the target is close to the observer. This system uses retinal
disparity- (i.e., position error signals generated by disparate target images on the retina of each eye)
and/or blur-signals as adequate stimuli [60], and rotates left and right eyes in opposite directions (i.e.,
disconjugately) to pursue targets moving in-depth towards or away from the observer (Fig. 1B).
Vergence pursuit during whole body movements also requires interaction with the vestibular system to
match the foveal field to the moving target during head rotation as well as head translation. Moreover,
both frontal pursuit and vergence systems have the common function of maintaining target images near
the foveae to insure online processing of visual signals during target movement. Because targets could
move in any direction in three-dimensional space, signals for both systems must be synthesized for
pursuit-in-three-dimensions (3D; ref.30).
Fourth, compared to the short latencies of VOR (about 10 ms), pursuit eye movements have long
latencies (about 100 ms for frontal pursuit and about 150 ms for pursuit-in-depth) between changes in
target movement and the initiation of changes in pursuit movements [60]. Prediction must be used to
compensate for these delays between processing visual motion and/or disparity/disparity-velocity
information and the eye-velocity commands that maintain target images near the foveae during pursuit
(e.g., ref. 10). Especially during head and/or whole body movement such as sports, predictive pursuit is
necessary and is acquired by training. These considerations suggest close functional relationships
between pursuit (in the frontal and/or depth planes) and the vestibular systems.
The importance of vestibular inputs to the pursuit system is also demonstrated by the
observations that virtually all brain areas known to be related to smooth-pursuit (Fig. 2) respond
also to whole-body rotation that activates mainly semicircular canals. These areas include the
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cerebellar floccular region [11,12,32,58,61,63,68,69,97], dorsal vermis [88, 99], caudal fastigial
nucleus [26], medial superior temporal (MST) cortical area [3,7,24,62,79, 86,110], caudal FEF
[17,34, 41,42,66,105-107], SEF [28,44,45], dorsolateral pontine nucleus (DLPN) and nucleus
reticularis tegmenti pontis (NRTP) [78]. Discharge induced by translation, which activates otolith
receptors, is also observed in MST neurons [24,78] and caudal FEF [39].
Figure 3 is an example of vestibular evoked potentials recorded in the frontal cortex following
electrical stimulation of the contralateral vestibular nerve; the evoked potentials are localized in the
arcuate area including the FEF and post-arcuate area around the spur of the arcuate sulcus [25].
Vestibular projections to the FEF and the immediate vicinity are probably trisynaptic via a relay in
the thalamus, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 [25].
Anatomical studies in rats have reported that vestibulo-thalamic fibers that originate from the
superior vestibular nucleus and rostral-to-middle parts of the medial vestibular nucleus project to
the lateral part of the parafascicular nucleus (corresponding to the centromedian nucleus in
primates), the transitional zone between the ventrolateral nucleus (VL) and the ventral
posterolateral nucleus, the lateral part of the centrolateral nucleus and the dorsal part of the caudal
VL. These thalamic areas project to the frontal cortex including FEF [100]. Vestibular evoked
potentials have also been reported in the anterior portion of the supplementary motor area with
latencies of ~ 6 ms induced by electrical stimulation of the vestibular nerve in patients [23]. This
area seems to correspond to the SEF.
3. General methods to examine vestibular-pursuit interactions
Figures 4 and 5 near here
Japanese monkeys (Macaca fuscata) were used. Monkeys’ heads were firmly restrained in the
primate chair in the stereotaxic plane, and they were rewarded to pursue a laser spot that was
back-projected onto a vertical screen during chair rotation (Fig. 4B)[28,34,36,37]. The inter-aural
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midpoint of the animals' head was brought close to the axis of vertical and horizontal rotation (Fig.
4B). The target and chair moved either sinusoidally or stepwise. Vertical and horizontal components
of eye movements were recorded using the scleral search coil method. Extracellular recordings of
pursuit neurons were made mostly in the fundus of the arcuate sulcus for FEF and dorsomedial
frontal cortex for SEF (Fig. 4C) while the monkeys pursued a moving target. Neurons that showed
discharge modulation during pursuit were further tested for their responses during sinusoidal whole
body rotation.
Because smooth-pursuit with the head restrained cannot dissociate eye movement in the orbit
from eye movement in space (i.e., gaze, Fig. 4A1), two other tasks have routinely been used to
distinguish eye movement per se from gaze movement (e.g., ref. 57). In the VOR cancellation task
(Fig. 4A2), the monkeys tracked a target that moved in space with the same amplitude, direction
and phase as the chair rotation. This condition required the monkeys to cancel the VOR so that the
eyes remained virtually motionless in the orbit while gaze moved with the target/chair. In the VOR
x1 (Fig. 4A3), the target stayed stationary in space during chair rotation and the monkeys were
required to fixate the stationary spot, which required a perfect VOR and gaze remained stationary in
space. In addition, to examine visual responses to target motion, a probe stimulus was presented and
moved in various directions (2nd spot, 0.6° diameter) while the monkeys fixated a 0.2° stationary
spot (1st spot, Fig. 4A4).
4. Comparison of discharge characteristics of FEF and SEF pursuit neurons during passive
whole body rotation
To begin to understand the differences between FEF and SEF pursuit neuron activity, we
examined their discharge using identical tasks. Basic discharge characteristics of FEF pursuit
neurons are illustrated in Fig. 5A1-A4 during smooth pursuit [34,36,38,39,66, 105,107]. The great
majority of FEF pursuit neurons have a preferred direction (Fig. 5A2) and the preferred directions
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of individual FEF neurons are distributed evenly for all directions (Fig. 5A3). For target motion in
the preferred direction, the great majority of neurons exhibit discharge modulation that is linearly
correlated with peak eye velocity (Fig. 5A4), indicating that FEF pursuit neurons code direction and
velocity of pursuit eye movements. About half of FEF pursuit neurons also exhibit visual responses
to test-spot motion during fixation of a stationary spot (Fig. 4A4, Table 1). The preferred direction
of visual response is similar to the pursuit-preferred direction for each FEF neuron [34,36].
Moreover, most FEF pursuit neurons respond to vestibular stimulation.
The great majority of pursuit neurons in SEF also respond to vestibular stimulation and have a
preferred direction [28,44,45](see Table 1). However, in contrast to FEF pursuit neurons, over half
of SEF pursuit neurons do not code eye velocity, and the majority of SEF pursuit neurons do not
exhibit visual motion responses to test-spot motion (Table 1).
4.1. Gaze velocity and eye/head velocity neurons in FEF during passive whole body rotation
Figures 6 and 7 near here
During passive whole body rotation, the majority of caudal FEF pursuit neurons exhibit a
discharge pattern similar to the gaze velocity response of Purkinje cells in the cerebellar floccular
region [61, 68]. We have called such neurons gaze-velocity neurons [34]. As illustrated in Fig. 5
(B1-B4) for a representative neuron, such neurons (66/100=66%) respond during VOR cancellation
and have preferred directions similar to the pursuit-preferred direction (Fig. 5A2, B2, Table 1).
Preferred directions for VOR cancellation directions for FEF pursuit neurons are distributed
virtually evenly for all directions (Fig. 5B3), and discharge modulation of individual neurons during
VOR cancellation along the preferred direction is linearly correlated with peak gaze velocity (Fig.
5B4). These results indicate that signals carried by the majority of FEF pursuit neurons during
passive whole body rotation are gaze velocity. This is shown for a representative neuron illustrated
in Fig. 6 [32]. Preferred directions and discharge modulation of this neuron during pursuit and VOR
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cancellation are similar (Fig. 6A, B), but modulation is minimal during VOR x1 that eliminates gaze
movement (Fig. 6C, also see Fig. 7A, B, open squares). Therefore, the activity of this neuron is not
related to eye movement per se but is related to gaze movement during passive whole body rotation.
It also responds, albeit weakly, during VOR in complete darkness with the same preferred direction
(Fig. 6D), suggesting that vestibular inputs contribute to the VOR cancellation responses.
In contrast, a minority (32%) of FEF pursuit neurons are called eye/head velocity neurons [34].
Although these neurons also respond during VOR cancellation (Fig. 7A-B, filled squares), they
respond clearly during VOR x1 with the magnitude comparable to their response during pursuit (Fig.
7C, filled squares), and more robustly than gaze-velocity neurons during VOR x1 (Fig. 7C, open
squares). Moreover, preferred directions of some of this group of neurons during VOR cancellation
are opposite to pursuit-preferred directions (Fig. 7A, filled squares on abscissa) but similar to the
direction during VOR in complete darkness. These response characteristics are not consistent with
the gaze-velocity response [34].
4.2. Pursuit plus vestibular neurons in SEF
Figure 8 near here
Although a similar percentage of SEF pursuit neurons also responded to vestibular stimulation,
gaze-velocity signals were rarely represented in SEF pursuit neuron discharge during passive whole
body rotation (Table 1). A typical example of SEF discharge is illustrated in Fig. 8 for a single neuron
that responds during horizontal pursuit and has a leftward preferred direction (Fig. 8A). During VOR
cancellation, its modulation is rightward and almost two times larger than that during horizontal pursuit
(Fig. 8B vs 8A). Its activity during VOR x1, which suppresses gaze movement, is even larger than that
during VOR cancellation (Fig. 8C). Thus, this neuron does not code gaze velocity [28]. As described
earlier, FEF pursuit neurons could be classified either as gaze-velocity or eye/head velocity neurons
during whole body rotation (Table 1)[34]. However, the neuron shown in Fig. 8 cannot be classified
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simply as an eye/head velocity neuron either, because its activity during VOR x1 is almost two times
larger than the response during pursuit despite only a small difference in the accompanying eye
velocity (eye velocity gains 1.0 vs 0.88 during VOR x1 and pursuit, respectively, Fig. 8A vs C). The
clear discharge modulation during VOR in complete darkness further corroborates the existence of
vestibular inputs (Fig. 8D). We have therefore, called these SEF neurons pursuit plus vestibular
neurons [28].
Table 1 summarizes the percentage of gaze velocity neurons among neurons that respond to both
smooth pursuit and VOR cancellation; only 17% (4/30) of SEF pursuit neurons could be classified as
gaze velocity. This percentage is significantly smaller than that of gaze velocity neurons in the caudal
FEF (66/100=66%, X2 square test, p<0.01).
Compared to the vestibular responses of FEF gaze velocity neurons that exhibit clear preferred
directions similar to their pursuit-preferred directions (Fig. 5), vestibular preferred directions could not
be clearly determined in the majority of SEF pursuit neurons. For example, the neuron shown in Fig. 8
had a leftward preferred direction during smooth-pursuit, and was modulated similarly during VOR
cancellation in yaw (Fig. 8B), but was also modulated during pitch (Fig. 8E) and oblique planes (not
shown), and during whole body rotation in complete darkness (Fig. 8D). These results suggest that the
functional relationship between pursuit and vestibular systems may be different between FEF and SEF.
Figure 7 compares discharge characteristics of SEF and FEF pursuit neurons during smooth pursuit,
VOR cancellation and VOR x1. By definition, the gaze velocity response requires similar preferred
directions and similar response magnitudes during smooth pursuit and VOR cancellation. Although the
majority of caudal FEF pursuit neurons show such responses as described earlier (Fig. 7A, B; points
cluster near the dashed line of slope = 1.0), the great majority of SEF pursuit neurons do not (Fig. 7D,
E). If neurons coded eye velocity irrespective of vestibular inputs, the modulation during frontal
pursuit should have been correlated with modulation during VOR x1, because both require eye
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movements of identical magnitude. In caudal FEF eye/head velocity neurons (filled squares),
significant correlation is observed between the two (Fig. 7C), but there is no clear correlation between
the two for SEF pursuit plus vestibular neurons (Fig. 7F, filled circles). These comparisons suggest that
the majority of SEF neurons do not code parameters of eye or gaze movement during passive whole
body rotation [28].
At present, the role of vestibular signals in SEF is unknown. However, the absence of preferred
vestibular directions in SEF pursuit neurons may suggest a role other than signalling gaze velocity.
For example, vestibular signals in SEF may play a role in coordinate transformations from
eye-centered to head- and/or body- centered coordinates as suggested recently by Park et al. [83, cf.
4; also ref.67]. Also, as described later (section 8), vestibular information in SEF is necessary for
self-centered representation of space during the memory-guided saccade tasks [74,81,82].
Vestibular signals might also be used in learning-related activity (see section 8.1.).
5. Comparison of FEF and SEF pursuit neurons during pursuit in three dimensions (3D)
Because targets can move in any direction in 3D space, signals for frontal pursuit and
pursuit-in-depth must be integrated for pursuit-in-3D to insure efficient performance [30]. Table 1
compares the percentage of pursuit neurons that code pursuit-in-3D in FEF and SEF. Target motion in
depth was presented using two different methods for FEF neurons. In earlier experiments, a laser spot
was back-projected onto a vertical screen with a horizontal screen at the level of the monkeys' nose to
present another target moving in depth projected from above (Table 1, actual target*, ref. 37). In more
recent experiments, a stereo target was presented on a computer display (produced by dichoptic
presentation of targets to left and right eyes in alternation using shuttered glasses) (Table 1, stereo
target**, refs. 2,28). Frontal pursuit eye movements of our monkeys and neuronal responses of FEF
pursuit neurons using the two target presentation conditions were similar [2,28]. The majority of FEF
pursuit neurons discharge not only for frontal pursuit but also for vergence eye movements (66% vs
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63%, Table 1), and their activity during pursuit of a target in 3D space can be approximated by linear
addition of their sensitivities to each component [2,37]. About half of FEF neurons responding to
vergence pursuit also exhibit visual responses to test-spot-motion-in-depth during fixation of a
stationary spot, and the preferred directions of such visual responses are similar to vergence-preferred
directions [2]. Moreover, the majority of FEF pursuit neurons discharge before pursuit in frontal and
depth planes with typical lead times of 20-40 ms even after subtraction of the visual components of the
response. These results suggest that visual signals are appropriate to be converted into pursuit
commands carried by FEF pursuit neurons [2].
Using the same task condition (i.e., stereo target presentation, columns 2,3), the majority of SEF
pursuit neurons code either frontal pursuit only (35/56=62%) or vergence only (6/56=11%), and SEF
neurons that respond to both frontal pursuit and vergence (15/56=27%) are in the minority (Table 1,
p<0.05, ref. 28). Table 1 also shows that, in contrast to the majority of caudal FEF neurons that code
parameters of frontal pursuit such as eye velocity, gaze velocity, or target velocity, the majority of SEF
pursuit neurons do not. These results together with the different responses during passive whole body
rotation reviewed in the preceding section, suggest that the SEF and caudal FEF are involved in
different aspects of pursuit-vestibular interactions and that eye velocity coding of SEF pursuit neurons
is specific to the task condition (see below).
Table 1 indicates that pursuit-in-3D signals are represented in FEF but rarely in SEF. To understand
how pursuit-in-3D signals are generated in the caudal FEF, we also compared pursuit signals in MST,
because both SEF and FEF are known to receive major projections from MST [60,62]. In particular,
many MST pursuit neurons project directly to the FEF [60,111]. Like SEF pursuit neurons, the
majority of MST pursuit neurons code either frontal pursuit only (134/219=61%) or vergence only
(40/219=18%), and MST neurons that respond to both frontal pursuit and vergence (45/219=21%) are
in the minority [3]. These results suggest that pursuit-in-3D signals are generated primarily in the FEF
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by combining separate MST signals for frontal and pursuit-in-depth pursuit [2,3].
6. Effects of lesions on pursuit eye movements and VOR cancellation
Figure 9 near here
The close functional relationship between frontal pursuit on the one hand, and VOR
cancellation during passive whole body rotation on the other, is also shown during impairment of
both functions by inactivation of the FEF pursuit area (Fig. 9E, ref. 33). Injection of a GABA
agonist (muscimol, 10-15 µg) into the region where many gaze-velocity neurons are recorded
decreases eye velocity during frontal pursuit to nearly half and increases the number of catch-up
saccades (Fig. 9A vs C)[96]. VOR cancellation is severely impaired, the monkeys are unable to
cancel the VOR, and corrective saccades appear frequently to compensate for impaired VOR
cancellation (Fib. 9B vs D). In contrast, the monkeys' performance of VOR x1, which does not
require gaze movement, is not clearly affected by muscimol infusion (not illustrated). Muscimol
infusion into the FEF pursuit area also impairs vergence pursuit [37]. These results indicate that
gaze pursuit is specifically impaired after caudal FEF lesions, consistent with the loss of signals
carried by the majority of pursuit neurons in this region as summarized above (Table 1).
Although electrical stimulation of the SEF has been shown to facilitate smooth eye movements
[70], SEF lesions are known to have minimum effects on pursuit (see review by ref. 109).
Consistent with these results, muscimol injection into the SEF pursuit area failed to induce clear
effects on frontal pursuit and VOR cancellation in the same task conditions (see section 8.2.). These
results are in striking contrast to the deficits in pursuit and VOR cancellation induced by caudal
FEF lesions or chemical inactivation [33,39,56,57,65,66,91,96], suggesting that, with simple ocular
pursuit tasks a specific role of the SEF can not be detected. Nonetheless, SEF lesions, in fact, impair
pursuit eye movements in special conditions as described below (see sections 8.2).
7. Further properties of pursuit neurons in FEF and SEF
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7.1. Responses of FEF pursuit neurons during linear vestibular stimulation
Figure 10 near here
Maintenance of target images on the foveae is also required during translation of the head or
whole body that activates otolith organs. The majority of FEF pursuit neurons (41/70=58%) respond
to translation [39]. To examine the preferred linear motion directions, the horizontal orientation of
the animal was selected by positioning the chair (and hence the monkey) at different orientations as
schematically illustrated in Fig. 10A. The monkeys were then oscillated along the same
earth-horizontal direction (indicated by arrows) so that linear motion was applied along different
directions with respect to the monkeys’ body in complete darkness. An example is shown in Fig.
10B for a representative neuron. This neuron responded during convergence (vergence, Fig. 10B)
but minimally during horizontal pursuit (not shown). The preferred linear motion direction in
complete darkness was near 0° (Fig. 10B, L0, inset). In contrast, neurons that responded vigorously
during horizontal pursuit but minimally during vergence exhibited clear modulation during right/left
translation but minimal modulation during fore/aft translation [39].
To understand how otolith inputs interact with pursuit signals, we examined neuronal responses
during right/left translation (Fig. 10A, 90°) in two conditions. In one, the target moved with the
monkeys and in the other, the target stayed stationary in space. The former required the monkeys to
cancel the linear VOR (LVOR) so that the eyes remained stationary in the orbit and gaze moved
with the target/chair, whereas the latter required compensatory eye movements and no gaze
movement during translation (LVOR x1). These two conditions were tested to compare neuronal
responses with gaze velocity responses during the rotational vestibular stimulation (Fig. 6).
Representative responses are shown in Fig. 10C for another neuron that discharged during
rightward pursuit. This neuron exhibited a gaze velocity response during rotational vestibular
stimulation in yaw plane (similar to the responses shown in Fig. 6), and also exhibited robust
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discharge modulation during LVOR cancellation with modulation and phase similar to that during
horizontal pursuit (Fig. 10C). In contrast, the modulation was much weaker when the target stayed
stationary in space during right/left translation during LVOR x1 (Fig. 10C). Half of the neurons
tested during right/left translation (n=18) showed similar responses, although some of the remaining
neurons responded either only to rotation or to translation [39]. These results suggest that many
FEF pursuit neurons carry gaze velocity signals not only during passive whole body rotation which
activates mainly semi-circular canals but also during right/left translation which activates otolith
organs. Similar analysis has not been done for SEF pursuit neurons.
7.2. Response delay compensation during pursuit and predictive visual responses of FEF and
SEF pursuit neurons
Figures 11 and 12 near here
Prediction is necessary for efficient pursuit eye movements in order to maintain target images
near the foveae. Prediction should occur not only on the motor side as preparation of ongoing
movements, but also on the sensory and/or perception side. An example is a visual response that
anticipates the eventually renewed direction and speed of a temporarily occluded target movement
[115]. Such a mechanism may use memory. Caudal FEF pursuit neurons are involved in prediction
[36,66]. Once a predictable target trajectory has been established, changes in motion of a target are
compensated in the majority of FEF pursuit neurons, not only for target motion in frontal planes but
also in depth. We tested response delay compensation during vergence pursuit for a total of 43 FEF
pursuit neurons [2]. As illustrated in Fig. 11, phase shifts (re target velocity) of the majority of FEF
neurons (25/43=58%) during pursuit-in-depth remain virtually constant up to 1.5 Hz (Fig. 11A, C:
open squares, group A neurons); only a minority of FEF pursuit neurons (18/43=42%) exhibit clear
phase lag as target frequencies increase (Fig. 11C, filled squares, group B neurons).
Heinen and Liu [45] reported that SEF pursuit neurons exhibit prediction-related activity before
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initiation of frontal pursuit. Consistent with this observation, many SEF pursuit neurons exhibit
phase leads to eye movements during sinusoidal target motion and phase shifts (re target velocity)
remain virtually constant during frontal pursuit and pursuit-in-depth, suggesting that SEF pursuit
neurons also exhibit delay compensation during sinusoidal pursuit [28].
About half of FEF pursuit neurons receive visual information about target motion in frontal or
depth planes [2,34,36]. Visual responses to sinusoidal target motion in depth of many FEF pursuit
neurons also exhibit minimum phase lags at higher frequencies [2], suggesting response delay
compensation in the visual responses of FEF pursuit neurons. Response delay compensation may be
achieved by prediction. Predictive “visual” responses are illustrated in Fig. 12 for a representative
FEF pursuit neuron. The monkey fixated a stationary spot while a second spot moved in various
directions. Responses to target motion were induced even when it was visible only for a half of the
trajectory (Fig.12A-B, lower panels). Preferred directions were similar with and without a visible
target (Fig. 12C, open vs filled circles). Similar responses were evoked even if the second spot was
flashed (thus minimizing retinal slip of the second spot image) as it moved while the monkeys
fixated the stationary spot [36]. These results suggest that the predictive discharge of FEF pursuit
neurons contains visual components that reflect the direction and speed of the reconstructed target
image. These signals are sufficient to estimate target motion. Furthermore, because the majority of
these neurons receive vestibular inputs with preferred directions similar to the pursuit/visual motion
preferred directions as described above (section 4), FEF pursuit neurons can provide signals for
predictive target motion in space during head movement [34].
To understand how response delay compensation is achieved in FEF pursuit neurons during
sinusoidal pursuit in depth (Fig. 11), discharge modulation of MST pursuit neurons was examined
using the identical task conditions [3]. In contrast to the majority of FEF neurons, MST pursuit
neurons exhibit a clear phase lag during vergence pursuit as target frequencies increase (Fig. 11B, D,
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n=21)[2,3]. The phase lags of MST neurons (Fig. 11D) and a minority of FEF neurons (group B,
Fig. 11C) can be explained by a simple delay of 200 ms (Fig. 11C, D, open triangles)[1]. Thus,
response delay during sinusoidal pursuit is compensated in FEF (but not MST) pursuit neurons in
our task conditions. How this compensation is accomplished in FEF neurons is unknown. Although
SEF may play some role in this process, SEF pursuit neurons rarely exhibit visual responses to
target motion in the identical task condition (Table 1). Therefore, the role of the SEF in predictive
visual response is not clear.
7.3. Prediction in the timing of pursuit eye movement initiation and FEF neuron activity
Figures 13 and 14 near here
Vestibular signals are effective in inducing predictive pursuit eye movement initiation [35,114].
This has been shown in the following experiments; monkeys were trained to pursue a spot moving
in a trapezoidal trajectory (20°/s, ±10°) either vertically or horizontally during whole body rotation
with the same trajectory but in the orthogonal plane as illustrated in Fig. 13A. When the target
moved at the same time as chair rotation (i.e., 0 delay), latencies of initial frontal pursuit eye
movements to vertical spot motion during horizontal rotation were shortened adaptively from about
100 ms (i.e., normal pursuit latency) to less than 50 ms (a latency too short for visual feedback) and
initial eye velocities increased within 30 min of training. This initial eye movement response was
induced even without a target and the latencies depended on the training task conditions, consistent
with the interpretation that it was induced predictively.
The predictive nature of the initial eye movement response is made clear by changing the delay
between the onset of target motion and chair rotation from 100 to 700 ms [114]. Pursuit eye
movements after training were initiated before the onset of target motion (Fig. 13B, compare
upward arrows and vertical bars). The latencies were proportional to (but shorter by 22-36% than)
the actual delays used for training in two monkeys (Fig. 13C, D, filled symbols). Even without the
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presence of the target, the latencies and velocity of pursuit were similar (Fig. 13C, D, open
symbols); for this test, the target was briefly (for 500-700 ms) extinguished at 80 ms after the onset
of chair rotation.
To examine whether the vestibular signals acted only indirectly by providing a temporal cue for
future target motion, we applied auditory stimuli briefly for 0.5s or 1s at the onset of the chair
rotation combined with vertical target motion. The latencies of vertical pursuit in this condition
were shortened suggesting that the auditory signal was an effective pre-cue. However, when the
monkey was tested for the effects of the auditory stimuli combined with the vertical target motion
but without chair rotation, this training did not induce an initial pursuit response as it had following
vestibular-pursuit training [114]. Thus an auditory pre-cue was not sufficient to produce pursuit
prediction. These results suggest that vestibular signals specifically contribute to the timing of
predictive pursuit eye movement initiation in cross-axis vestibular-pursuit interactions.
Vergence-vestibular interaction training also shortens considerably the latency of vergence eye
movements and increases initial vergence eye velocity induced by a vergence target during pitch
rotation, suggesting that similar mechanisms are involved in predictive pursuit-in-depth initiation
[1,87].
Although the neural substrates for predictive, cross-axis pursuit are still unknown, the requisite
signals are found in the caudal FEF. For example, the majority of FEF pursuit neurons there
respond to chair rotation during VOR cancellation and in complete darkness (Table 1) and also
respond to frontal pursuit and pursuit in depth. Figure 14 shows an example [39]. This neuron had a
downward preferred direction, and during vertical pursuit with a spot alone it was activated with a
latency of ~100 ms in association with downward eye velocity (Fig. 14B). Before training, it
showed only a weak response to yaw rotation in complete darkness (Fig. 14A). After 30 min of
cross-axis pursuit training (yaw rotation combined with vertical pursuit, Fig. 14C), latency to the
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•

pursuit response ( V E ) clearly shortened to nearly 50 ms (Fig. 14B vs C, downward arrows on
•

V E ), and response latencies of this neuron also decreased (Fig. 14B vs C, open arrows on spike
histograms). This short-latency, eye movement response must have been produced by the
interaction training (Fig. 14C) because it cannot be explained by either the vestibular input alone
(Fig. 14A) or by pursuit alone (Fig. 14B). We observed similar changes in 5 FEF pursuit neurons in
association with predictive pursuit eye movements. Moreover, the latencies of 13 FEF pursuit
neurons examined during ramp chair rotation ranged from 20-90 ms with a mean of 38 ms (Akao et
al. unpub. obs.). These short latency vestibular responses are sufficient for FEF pursuit neurons to
contribute to vestibular induced short latency eye-movement responses [35,39,114]. Similar
analysis has not been done for SEF pursuit neurons. Therefore, it is unknown whether predictive
pursuit signals during cross axis vestibular-pursuit interactions are generated in the FEF or SEF.
8. Functional differences between FEF and SEF in vestibular-pursuit interactions
Figure 15 near here
To summarize the main results reviewed above, the majority of FEF pursuit neurons receive
vestibular (semicircular canal and otolith) inputs and code parameters of pursuit such as eye velocity,
gaze velocity, retinal image motion for target velocity, and pursuit-in-3D (Table 1). Response delay
compensation is observed in the majority of pursuit neuron activity, and vestibular inputs contribute to
predictive pursuit responses of FEF neurons. In contrast, although the majority of SEF pursuit neurons
receive vestibular inputs, they do not code pursuit parameters or gaze velocity. These results suggest
that the SEF and caudal FEF are involved in different aspects of vestibular-pursuit interactions and that
eye velocity coding of SEF pursuit neurons is only manifest under specialized task conditions.
SEF has been implicated as the area that integrates complex visuo-spatial information and
controls eye-head gaze shifts (e.g., ref. 67). Single-unit recordings have shown that saccade-related
SEF neurons can encode visual targets in both eye-centered and object-centered coordinates in the
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context of task conditions [76,77,83,93]. The importance of vestibular signals for SEF function has
been suggested by clinical studies using the vestibular contingent memory-guided saccade tasks in
order to examine spatial perception and memory [13]. Briefly, the subjects fixated a stationary
target and then changed fixation to a very low intensity, small light-emitting diode (LED) that was
fixed to the head. The subjects were instructed to continue fixating the LED during sudden
whole-body rotation in the horizontal plane either to the left or right in complete darkness. After
cessation of rotation, the LED was extinguished, and this was the signal that the subject had to
make a voluntary saccadic eye movement to the remembered location of the original earth-fixed
target. Normal subjects could accurately locate the target position in space in this task [13,14],
whereas labyrinthine-defective subjects were unable to do so [74], indicating the necessity of
vestibular information for this task. Israël et al. [49,50] and Pierrot-Deseilligny et al. [81,82]
reported that vestibular contingent memory-guided saccades are impaired in patients with SEF
lesions, although they did not exhibit abnormalities in memory-guided saccade tasks without
vestibular stimulation. These observations suggest that vestibular information is necessary for
self-centered representation of space during the memory-guided saccade tasks.
8.1. Task-dependent SEF neuronal activity
In addition to its well-known saccade-related activity [85,90,92], the SEF has learning-related
activity [19,75] and is thought to play an important role in complex behaviors such as, planning of
saccades [77], decision-making processes [22], sequential performance of saccades [47,48,64,85],
antisaccades [93], and eye-hand reach coordination [72]. Reward-predicting activity has also been
reported [5]. These results indicate that, as Tanji [108] clearly states, "the usage of the SEF is more
dependent on the behavior or conditional state than the usage of the FEF". As described earlier
(Figs. 13-14), vestibular signals specifically contributed to the timing of predictive pursuit eye
movement initiation in cross-axis vestibular-pursuit interactions. The possibility that SEF could be
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involved in this process needs to be tested in future studies.
8.2. Involvement of SEF in developmental compensation for the directional asymmetry in
smooth pursuit eye movements in young primates
For execution of appropriate pursuit eye movements, visual target-motion signals must be
processed spatially (i.e., direction) and temporally (i.e., speed), and the strength of this visual-motor
transmission for pursuit (i.e., gain) must be appropriately controlled [62,94]. Young primates (8-11
years old human children, 3-4 years old Japanese monkeys) exhibit asymmetric eye movements
during vertical pursuit across a textured background such that upward pursuit has low gain and
requires many catch-up saccades [104]. This upward pursuit deficit is correlated with inability to
cancel the downward VOR during upward pitch rotation when monkeys are required to fixate a
target that moves with them. Although several suggestions have been made for the neural
mechanisms of VOR cancellation (Fig. 4A2, for review, see ref. 60), the asymmetric eye
movements during vertical pursuit are specific for upward, primarily eye pursuit in the orbit [54],
suggesting that the inability to generate appropriate upward eye pursuit signals to cancel the
downward VOR is the main cause for the poor performance during the VOR cancellation task in
young primates.
It is well known that upward and downward pursuit signals are organized asymmetrically in the
brainstem (e.g., refs. 15,53; for review, see ref. 60) and the floccular region, which consists of the
flocculus and ventral paraflocculus [31,58,63,97,101]. The flocculus projects to the vestibular
nuclei, particularly the medial and ventrolateral parts of the medial vestibular nucleus, superior
vestibular nucleus and y group, whereas the ventral paraflocculus projects not only to the above
vestibular nuclear regions but also to the posterior interpositus and dentate nuclei [73]. Preferred
directions of majority of pursuit Purkinje cells in the simian floccular region are either ipsiversive
or downward [32,58,69,97,101]( also ref. 99 for dorsal vermis Purkinje cells). It has been assumed
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that downward floccular Purkinje cells inhibit upward eye- and head- velocity neurons in the
vestibular nuclei and y group [20,98,117]. In contrast, upward floccular Purkinje cells that
presumably inhibit downward eye velocity neurons in the vestibular nuclei are reported to be scarce
[117]. These observations suggest that floccular control of upward pursuit will be done not only by
increased activity of upward Purkinje cells through inhibition of downward eye velocity neurons in
the vestibular nuclei but, more importantly, by decreased activity of downward Purkinje cells
through dis-inhibition of upward eye- and head- velocity neurons in the vestibular nuclei and y
group [117].
It should be pointed out that downward eye velocity neurons in the vestibular nuclei are
activated by inputs from the posterior semi-circular canal (see ref. 60 for a review). The difficulty
young primates have in cancelling the downward VOR during upward pitch rotation [104] may
reflect the scarcity of upward floccular Purkinje cells that presumably inhibit downward eye
velocity vestibular neurons as described above [117]. Asymmetry in floccular inhibition of VOR
relay neurons is well known in rabbits and cats [46,52,89]. Asymmetry in low frequency responses
of anterior and posterior canal vestibulo-ocular neurons in the vestibular nuclei has also been
reported in alert cats when the animals are rotated on their side [15].
In addition, possible non-linearity in discharge modulation of downward Purkinje cells for
off-direction upward pursuit in simians may further contribute to the asymmetry [63,97]. Moreover,
many floccular, pursuit Purkinje cells discharge for vergence eye movements and the majority of
them have vergence eye position sensitivity [69,113]. This suggests that off-direction target distance
may further augment non-linearity in the discharge rate-eye velocity relationships of downward
Purkinje cells during upward pursuit by affecting their resting discharge rates. These results suggest
that the directional asymmetry most probably reflects the difference in the floccular-vestibular
organization and the possible non-linearity in discharge rates of pursuit neurons in the component
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pathways [54].
The directional asymmetry is compensated in adult primates [54,104]. Although neural
mechanisms for this compensation are still unknown, chemical inactivation of the SEF in adult
monkeys reproduced the directional asymmetry that had been compensated developmentally as
illustrated in Fig. 15 (B-E). If the target was moved across a stationary structured background, after
muscimol infusion into the SEF pursuit area, our monkeys exhibited impairment of upward pursuit
(Fig. 15B) and impairment of downward VOR cancellation during upward pitch (Fig. 15E) despite
the fact that the same monkeys did not show impairment in pursuit across a homogeneous
background after infusion (Fig. 15C)[27]. This is in contrast to the impairment induced by
muscimol infusion into the caudal FEF. FEF inactivation also impaired vertical pursuit across the
textured background, but the effects were less selective, because a similar impairment was observed
across the homogeneous background. These results suggest that the SEF is involved specifically in
the compensation of the directional asymmetry [27].
A hint to the neural basis for the compensation of the directional asymmetry might be found by
examining how the directional asymmetry reappears during SEF inactivation. Because preferred
directions for individual SEF pursuit neurons are distributed virtually evenly for all directions
[28,44], it is difficult to explain the reproduced directional asymmetry solely by the loss of SEF
output signals. Alternatively, the directional asymmetry may be reproduced by the loss of input
signals to the SEF [27,54]. Because the floccular region could furnish ascending pursuit signals
through the deep cerebellar and vestibular nuclei as described above, it may well be that the loss of
upward eye-velocity-feedback signals from the floccular region to the SEF is responsible for the
reappearance of the directional asymmetry induced by SEF inactivation (Fig. 2, Fig. 15B, E).
Conversely, the compensation for the low gain of upward visual-motor transmission may well be
achieved by a gain increase in the eye-velocity-feedback loop from the floccular region to the SEF
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[27,54]. The floccular region is well known to be involved in motor learning [51]. The
compensation process may involve motor learning through the eye-velocity-feedback loop (Fig.
2)[27,31,51]. It is also well known that eye-velocity-feedback is necessary for the gain control of
accurate pursuit [84], although the neural basis for such feedback is still incompletely understood
(see ref. 60 for a review). An involvement of the SEF in smooth pursuit gain control has been
shown on the basis of electrical stimulation of the SEF [70,71]. Gain control in pursuit by the FEF
has also been demonstrated by electrical stimulation of the FEF pursuit area [106], and this control
is primarily to control gaze velocity during passive rotation [18].
Although further studies are needed to critically test these possibilities for the neural
mechanisms of the directional asymmetry and of its compensation observed in Japanese macaques,
a similar asymmetry was also reported in a rhesus macaque during vertical pursuit across a dimly
illuminated stationary background [43]. This observation together with previous results showing an
analogous asymmetry in human children [104] suggests that the directional asymmetry between
upward and downward pursuit is observed widely in young primates.

9. Unresolved questions and future studies
The list of possibly different roles of the FEF and SEF in vestibular-pursuit interactions is
limited by our lack of information. Many unresolved questions have been pointed out in the
preceding sections. Two additional points should be added here. First, there remains the question of
how pursuit neurons in FEF and SEF respond during active gaze pursuit with the head free to move.
In daily life, the head is unrestrained and eye and head movements are coordinated during pursuit. It
would be useful to examine whether pursuit signals in SEF and FEF code specifically eye-in-space
movements or if they code head movements as well. Moreover, during head pursuit on a stationary
trunk, somatosensory neck inputs must be activated. Because vestibular inputs cannot make a
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distinction whether the head alone is moving or whether the whole body is moving, neck inputs
must contribute to that distinction. Second, information about coordinate frames is needed for
pursuit signals in FEF and SEF. This must be examined in head-free conditions to dissociate
head-centered and body-centered coordinates.
Preliminary studies in monkeys with their head free to rotate about a vertical axis indicate that
FEF contains many pursuit neurons that exhibit a gaze velocity response during head free gaze
pursuit. Also, the majority of FEF pursuit neurons are modulated not only during eye- and
gaze-pursuit but also during head-pursuit to a moving reward (juice feeder) while the monkeys
fixate an earth-stationary spot without gaze movement [40]. Moreover, if the trunk alone was
rotated while the head remained stationary in space facing a screen during pursuit, discharge of the
majority of FEF pursuit neurons was modulated by neck inputs, suggesting that both head-centered
and body-centered coordinates are present in FEF for processing eye-, head, and gaze-pursuit
signals [4] (also Akao et al. unpub. obs). Further studies are needed for SEF pursuit neurons to
compare the different roles of FEF and SEF pursuit signals.
10. Summary
We have reviewed the differences in pursuit neuron activity between FEF and SEF in primates
using identical task conditions with or without whole body rotation. Evoked potential studies
indicate vestibular projections to both areas. Pursuit neurons in both areas respond to vestibular
stimulation. The majority of FEF pursuit neurons code parameters of pursuit such as eye velocity,
gaze velocity, retinal image motion for target velocity, and pursuit in three dimensions. Moreover,
vestibular inputs contribute to predictive pursuit responses of FEF neurons, and response delay is
compensated in FEF pursuit neuron activity. In contrast, the majority of SEF pursuit neurons do not
code pursuit parameters or gaze velocity. These results suggest that the SEF and caudal FEF are
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involved in different aspects of vestibular-pursuit interactions and that eye velocity coding of SEF
pursuit neurons is specific to the task conditions.
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Legends for Table and Figures
Table 1. Comparison of discharge of SEF and caudal FEF pursuit neurons in different task
conditions. Data for FEF were taken from refs. 2,32,35. Data for SEF were taken from ref. 26.
Because the search task conditions were different in the Actual target* [35] and Stereo target**
[2,28] tasks, the data are summarized separately. In the former, vertical and horizontal screens were
used to present frontal and depth target motion. In the latter, a stereo-target was presented on a
computer display (produced by dichoptic presentation of targets to left and right eyes in alternation
using shuttered glasses). Vestibular responding neurons indicate the neurons that responded during
VOR cancellation and/or VOR in complete darkness.
Fig. 1. Foveal field and frontal pursuit (A) and vergence pursuit (B). Schematic top views of visual
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fields and foveal field projection (shaded circles) in 3D space and target (small dot within the foveal
field). For frontal target motion (A), left and right eyes rotate in the same directions. For target
motion in depth (B), both eyes rotate in the opposite directions.
Fig. 2. Major pathways related to frontal pursuit and vestibular inputs. Thick lines are proposed
main smooth-pursuit pathways [55]. Dashed lines from the thalamus to the cortex indicate that the
nature of thalamic pursuit signals are still unknown. Modified from ref. 30.
Fig. 3. Vestibular-evoked potentials recorded on the surface of the periarcuate cortex of the monkey.
A, distribution of vestibular-evoked positive potentials on the periarcuate cortex. The diameter of
the circle is proportional to the amplitude of the positive peak of a vestibular-evoked potential at the
center of the circle. AI, inferior ramus of the arcuate sulcus; AS, superior ramus of the arcuate
sulcus; PS, principal sulcus. B, schematic drawing of the left cerebral cortex showing the recorded
periarcuate area in A (boxed area). C, typical surface potentials evoked by stimulation of the
contralateral labyrinth with two stimuli at 500 mA. Reproduced from ref. 25 with permission.
Fig. 4. Behavioral tasks used to dissociate eye movements in the orbit from those in space (A,B)
and recording locations (C). A and B, Each task (rows) shows the idealized, intended movement of
the target and chair-fixed head (first column), the eye (second column) and gaze (third column). C,
Recording locations in caudal FEF and SEF [28,34].
Fig. 5. Discharge characteristics of FEF pursuit neurons. A1-A2, discharge of a single neuron
during vertical pursuit (A1) and pursuit during different directions (A2). B1 and B2, discharge
during VOR cancellation in the pitch plane (B1) and VOR cancellation along different directions
(B2). A3 and B3, polar plots of preferred directions of FEF neurons during frontal pursuit (A3) and
rotational VOR cancellation (B3). A4 and B4, amplitude of discharge modulation plotted against
peak eye (A4) and gaze (B4) velocity for individual neurons (Reproduced and modified from ref.
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34 with permission).
Fig. 6. Discharge characteristics of a single FEF pursuit neuron during different task conditions.
A-C, Responses during frontal pursuit, VOR cancellation, and VOR x1, respectively. D, Response
during chair rotation in complete darkness. Eye-velocity and gaze-velocity are clipped.
Fig. 7. Discharge modulation of FEF and SEF pursuit neurons during frontal-pursuit, VOR
cancellation and VOR x1. A and D compare preferred directions during smooth-pursuit and VOR
cancellation for FEF and SEF neurons, respectively. Dashed and straight line slopes in A and D=
one. B and E compares sensitivity (re stimulus velocity) during smooth-pursuit and VOR
cancellation. C and F compares sensitivity (re stimulus velocity) during smooth-pursuit and VOR
x1. Open and filled squares in A, B, C are gaze-velocity and eye/head velocity FEF neurons. Open
squares and dots in D, E, F are gaze-velocity and pursuit+vestibular SEF neurons, respectively.
Reproduced and modified from refs. 28,34 with permission.
Fig. 8. Discharge of a representative pursuit plus vestibular SEF neuron. Discharge during
horizontal smooth-pursuit (A), yaw VOR cancellation (B), yaw VOR x1 (C), yaw rotation in
complete darkness (D), and pitch VOR cancellation (E). Each section shows stimulus velocity,
•

•

“de-saccaded” and superimposed horizontal eye-velocity ( H E ) or vertical eye velocity ( V E ),
spikes rasters, and histograms of neuron discharge with superimposed fitted sine waves.
Reproduced from ref. 28 with permission.
Fig. 9. Effects of muscimol injection into the caudal FEF on pursuit. Horizontal pursuit eye
movements before (A) and one hour after (C) muscimol injection (15 µg) into the caudal FEF (E).
•

Yaw VOR cancellation before (B) and after (D) muscimol infusion. Abbreviations: HE and H E ,
horizontal eye position and velocity, respectively. Pos and vel, position and velocity, respectively.
Reproduced from refs. 33, 39 with permission.
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Fig. 10. Preferred direction of an FEF pursuit neuron during passive whole body translation in
complete darkness (A, B) and discharge modulation of another neuron during right/left translation
with a target (C). Linear motion (0.3 Hz, ±10 cm) was given along the same earth-horizontal
direction in complete darkness while the orientation of the monkeys’ whole body was changed as
indicated in A. B, preferred linear motion direction of a single FEF pursuit neuron. In C, linear
motion was applied along left/right direction while the target moved with the monkey (LVOR
cancellation) and while the target stayed stationary in space during translation (LVOR x1).
Reproduced from ref. 39 with permission.
Fig. 11. Comparison of vergence pursuit modulation of FEF and MST neurons. A and B,
representative discharge modulation of FEF (A) and MST (B) pursuit neurons during sinusoidal
vergence pursuit at different frequencies (±5°) as indicated. C compares mean (±SD) phase
differences of group A and B FEF pursuit neurons at different frequencies relative to the values at
0.5 Hz. D is a similar plot for MST pursuit neurons and simultaneously recorded eye movement
responses. Phase shifts in C and D were calculated by fitting a sinusoid using a least-squared error
algorithm in all traces. Notice a distortion manifested in vergence eye velocity at 1.0 Hz (bottom
traces in A and B indicated by open and filled arrowheads). Open arrowheads indicate actual peak
convergence eye velocity. Filled arrowheads indicate the peak of the fitted function. They are
clearly different at 1.0 Hz but virtually identical at 0.5 Hz (also ref. 87). Actual peak convergence
eye velocity exhibited phase lag (relative to the value at 0.5 Hz) of less than 10° in A and B at 1.0
Hz that are within the error bars of FEF group A neurons in C. Open triangles in C and D indicate a
model that contains a delay of only 200 ms. Reproduced from refs. 2,3 with permission.
Fig. 12. Visual responses of a representative FEF pursuit neuron. For all traces, the monkey fixated
a stationary spot while the second test spot moved sinusoidally along different directions (C). Upper
panels for A-B are 1st target, horizontal and vertical eye position (HE, VE), second target velocity,
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and rasters and histograms of neuron responses when the second target was continuously visible. In
the lower panels, the second spot was extinguished for more than half of each cycle as indicated
(OFF). C shows directional tuning of this neuron with (open circles) and without (filled circles)
blanking the second target. Reproduced from ref. 36 with permission.
Fig. 13. Stimulus trajectory for cross-axis vestibular-pursuit training and vertical pursuit eye
movements after training. A, stimulus trajectory. Inter-trial intervals for chair motion were random
(top trace). Chair was rotated in the yaw plane at 20°/s for 1s. Delay between the onset of chair
motion and target motion onset is marked by vertical dashed lines. B shows de-saccaded mean±SD
vertical eye velocity. Dashed line in B indicates the onset of chair motion. Vertical bars with
rightward arrows in B indicate the onset of actual target motion at different delays. Upward arrows
in B indicate onset of vertical smooth eye movements. All traces are aligned on the onset of chair
motion. C plots mean ±SD latencies against the delays between the onset of chair and target motion
for cross-axis training in two monkeys. Open diamonds and filled circles are values with and
without blanking the target, respectively. 7-10 different recording sessions were combined to
calculate mean and SD which was smaller than the symbol size in most cases. Only one plus SD is
shown for means with blanking and one minus SD is shown for means without blanking. Linear
regressions are shown for filled circles (i.e., without blanking). Reproduced from ref. 114 with
permission.
Fig. 14. Responses of a caudal FEF pursuit neuron during adaptive pursuit induced by cross-axis
vestibular-pursuit training. Superimposed traces of chair/target position and eye position and
velocity before training to yaw rotation in complete darkness (A), to downward spot movement (B),
and combined presentation of vertical target and yaw rotation after 30 min of similar training (C).
Upward arrows on chair/target traces indicate onset of leftward chair rotation (A, C) and downward
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•

spot movement (B, C). HE, VE, and V E indicate horizontal eye position, vertical eye position and
vertical eye velocity, respectively. Reproduced from ref. 39 with permission.
Fig. 15. Effects of muscimol infusion into SEF (A-E) for vertical pursuit and pitch VOR cancellation.
All eye velocity records in A-E were de-saccaded and averaged. Arrows in B and E indicate impaired
smooth eye movements. Reproduced from ref. 27 with permission.
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Table 1
Characteristic

caudal FEF

SEF

Frontal-pursuit responding neurons
Eye velocity coding neurons (among pursuit-related neurons)
83% (19/23)

43% (17/40)

Visual motion (spot) responding neurons (among pursuit-related neurons)
53% (21/40)

20% (7/34)

among pursuit-related neuron

92% (92/100)

92% (30/33)

Gaze velocity neurons

66% (66/100)

17% (4/30)

Chair velocity sensitivity (median)

0.30 sp/s/°/s

0.35 sp/s/°/s

Vestibular responding neurons

Tracking in 3D space
a. frontal-pursuit + Vergence neurons

66% (80/122) 63% (106/169)

27% (15/56)

b. frontal-pursuit only neurons

25% (30/122) 21% (35/169)

62% (35/56)

9% (12/122) 17% (28/169)

11% (6/56)

c. Vergence only neurons

Fig. 1

actual target* stereo target** stereo target**
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Fig. 2
Major pathways related to smooth pursuit
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Fig. 4
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Fig. 6
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Fig. 12
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